
Win your customers’ hearts
and make way to success

The way to win the hearts of your
customers’ is delivering seamless and
connected experiences. The love language
for customers consists of emotional
connect, personalised engagement,
relevant rewards, timely customer service
& seamless experience across
touchpoints.

Must-Read Resources

CUSTOMER DEMOCRACY™ -
Of the Customer, By the
Customer, For the Customer
Putting the customer first is not a new
concept but the sweet spot for brands to
achieve seamless CX. But how does this
new customer-oriented dictum work?

Read this White Paper to learn more!

 

Product of the Month

For the love of Connected CX
Zence Marketing | Zence Service | Zence Commerce

Industry Insights

Data demonstrating customers’ love for brands that stick to
Customer-Centricity

Customer-centric brands are sixty percent more
profitable than brands that don’t focus on their
customers

consumers say they would shop with brands that
recognize and provide relevant offers

Coming Soon
Easyrewardz announces the much awaited CX Insider Chat Series. The series will have
4 Episodes and is powered by Microsoft & BW Businessworld. At Easyrewardz, offering
Connected CX across channels has always been our focus. In continuation to this
vision, Easyrewardz unveils a new chat series which features - Customers Speak, CMOs
Talk, Tech Views and CEOs Vision.

Stay tuned!

In Conversation With
Anjum Rastogi
CMO, Easyrewardz & Loyalty Evangelist

Todays' discerning customer has a plethora of choices and factors influencing buying
decision. There has been a shift in consumer behaviour, ushered in by rapid digitisation
and new expectations. In the times of Customer Democracy - "Of the Customer, By the
Customer, For the Customer" ™, brands need to build a customer-centric culture to stay
ahead.

Customer-centricity should be ingrained in the organisation's DNA. All stakeholders
need to believe in the concept and execute it in letter and spirit. Empirically,
organizations that anchor decision management basis customer-first approach have
reaped higher ROI on their marketing investments.

     

https://www.easyrewardz.com/cxinsider
https://www.easyrewardz.com/customer-democracy-of-the-customer-by-the-customer-for-the-customer
https://www.easyrewardz.com/succeeding-with-exceptional-patient-experience/
https://www.easyrewardz.com/reduce-cart-abandonment-boost-conversions
https://www.easyrewardz.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/ZENCE-BROCHURE-12-AUG.pdf
https://www.easyrewardz.com/succeeding-with-exceptional-patient-experience/
https://www.easyrewardz.com/cxinsider/
https://www.easyrewardz.com/
https://www.facebook.com/easyrewardzz
https://www.linkedin.com/company/easyrewardz/
https://twitter.com/Easy_rewardz
https://www.instagram.com/easyrewardzsaas/

